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This complex game is filled with various elements including adventure, puzzles and fantasy. This guideline
helps navigate the mysterious world of ICO.
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IS MOST EFFECTIVE for the Playstation 2 Version This book was written for the Playstation 2 version
of the overall game and as a result, its usefulness is somewhat limited. Small adjustments have been made in
the Ps3 3 version. Think about the greatest publication you have ever go through. A save station has been
removed altogether. The maps are not hard, and "dying" only happens if you make very careless errors. We
needed this to come across my way around a few of ... I needed this to come across my way around a few
of the more challenging degrees of the game (noob I understand). Four Stars Good game Great As
advertised This is nothing significantly less than a masterpiece As far as games go, I must say i feel that
lately gaming has been around a slump. It has been more than a calendar year since I've purchased a game,
computer or PS2, and also have been really enthralled.Ico has changed all that. By incorporating a lovely
tale, into a game that has incredible graphics, and near ideal gameplay Ico has achieved something great.
Ico enables you to actually feel like you are living out some kind of childhood dream. Now some would
probably say that this is a game. Benefit from the visuals, they're the best on the PS2.? well yes it is, but
Ico is definitely more. For example, a crucial lever is definitely in a totally different place. now imagine that
you are managing the main character, and its your job to ensure the heroin's safety. Good.Ico is by far one
of the most brilliant games ever made. Now consider how emotional you would get when the heroes were in
peril or conflicted. Now imagine that the heroin actually reacts for you... its unbeleivable, but Ico
accomplishes this.Earlier reviews have mentioned that Ico is certainly short, well if you are searching for
FF.. it is not. Its similar to an interactive movie..I agree that it really is hard to justify spending the money
required for a game that might keep you busy for a week, but I express that if you would like to see
more games of the quality, and from a company that is obviously thinking about providing first class
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products I claim spend the money. Don't ruin the overall game Ico is a beautifully crafted puzzle game that
lasts about 7-8 hours, without replay value. Even so, the places are simply the same of the tips given
remains useful. If you are using this guide to perform through the game, you'll only ruin the fun of the
game, which is the puzzles. Relax. The item I purchased was delivered within the time frame calculated, and
was the product that was described in the information for said product. Amount it out for yourself.. In
the event that you really, need to, consult an online guide.. Invest some time. Very satisfied. For those who
have an answer make sure you post it up as an assessment. THIS WILL SHORE BE A NICE BOOK Hi im
finding this for christmas and im wandering is this publication in english?
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